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Veteran icon designer Kate McInnes introduces you to the wonderful world of icon design, so you too can become a
Rockstar Icon Designer!. In this book Kate shares with you her experience and expertise by covering everything from
the history and theory of icon design, to best practices and methods.
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Chapter 2 : Read Rockstar Icon Designer
Veteran icon designer and Associate Editor of Vectortuts+ Kate McInnes knows a thing or two about icon design. Having
worked for years as a successful icon designer, she decided it was time to share that experience with others by teaming
up with Rockable Press to write her very first book called Rockstar Icon Designer.

The Xerox Star has carefully designed icons that create smooth lines against the halftone background of the
User Interface. After a tour of the Xerox PARC facilities in Jobs was heavily influenced by what he had seen
and quickly negotiated for the Lisa team to have two demonstrations of the Alto. After the demonstrations the
Lisa development team was able to reconstruct the basic elements of a GUI and adapt its use for a commercial
12 A Brief History of Computer Icons audience. Hoping to carve a niche in the personal computing market,
Apple saw the value of the office metaphor as a means to make navigation easier for new users. A year after
Lisa was launched the Apple Macintosh 1. The Macintosh icons were designed by Graphic Artist Susan Kare
who is thought to be one of the masters of icon design. I try to optimize for clarity and simplicity even as
palette and resolution options have increased. The Atari ST had an operating system called TOS which had a
somewhat smaller user interface than the Apple computers but it used a desktop metaphor, which by had
become a computer standard. You will learn more about Planometric and Isometric rendering styles on page
page of this book. Breaking with the desktop convention, the Amiga Workbench adopted a workshop
metaphor and has Tools programs , Projects files , Draws folders and Gadgets widgets. Despite the crudely
designed icons, Workbench was ahead of its time and included features such as customizable mouse cursors,
four color graphics, multi-state icons and windows-like multiple screens. You can see an example of the
multi-state icons of the Amiga Workbench with the Workbench icons on the left of the image. Windows was
finally released two years later after calls from critics that it was Vaporware a term given to software that is
announced but never produced. Initial sales were slow for 1. The icons at the bottom are from the drawing
application Windows Paint. The icons have more character than Windows OS and share the Mac philosophy
of clearly expressed metaphors. The GEOS Boot icon, although unconventional for most computers, is an
interesting example of pun-based design solutions. In modern GUIs a design such as this is advised against
because the word for Boot is different in many languages and the meaning of the icon would be lost in
translation. The Geos Boot icon is an example of a metaphor that may be lost in translation. On older
computers, or ones that were set to monochrome, System 7 defaulted back to the black and white design of
System 6. System 7 also included TrueType fonts for the very first time, which along with typesetting and
printer output, were used to replace some of the bitmap GUI fonts from previous Macintosh systems.
Macintosh System 7 saw the introduction of colored icons. Kare used her keen eye for pixel illustration to
further refine the colors and design of the Windows icon set. Along with improving the interface, Kare also
created the memorable illustrations for Windows Solitaire. After holdups in the development schedule and a
host of feature changes the project was cancelled. Hired during the Copland project, Chief Technology Officer
Ellen Hancock halted development in favor of a third-party solution. Copland reached beta in , and had a new
theme for the operating system, called Platinum. The Platinum interface was the first GUI to be in full color
with 3D shading on the icons and interface. Copland also included innovations such as spring loaded 3 Be Inc.
The theme-able interface meant that software developers could make custom skins for Copland, which came
bundled with two additional themes, Gizmo and High-Tech. Gizmo was a bold geometric theme for children
and High-Tech which was a dark theme with a space-age feel, presumably for young men. Copland prompted
users to log into a personal account at startup which was given varying levels of access from the administrator
account. The distinctive style of the Copland icons live on through a 6 part series of icon sets released by
IconFactory in A resounding success, Microsoft sold a record 7 million copies of Windows 95 in the first five
weeks of its release5. The popularity of Windows 95 was due to both the faster system that was internet-ready,
and a million dollar advertising campaign that ran before the official release date. With the advancement of
virtual memory to improve graphics rendering, Windows 95 introduces more colors to the interface and
additional isometric icon designs. The Windows 95 design is a complete re-build and includes elements that
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are still part of Windows designs to this day. Similar to the icon designs of Windows 3, Windows 95 has
added colour and more designs. Mac OS 8 was also one of the top selling software titles released by Apple
with 1. In Mac OS 8 the icons are brighter and rendered to show a strong light source. Macintosh also starts to
implement an isometric style with a strong drop shadow effect. Bright saturated icons are introduced to
Macintosh OS8. Showing remarkable potential to become a key player in the OS market, Be Inc. The icons in
BeOS are built from a unique grid structure based on 45 degree lines along the front face of the icon and a
With their bold black outlines and brightly colored designs, the BeOS icons work together to visually
reinforce the BeOS visual identity. Regardless of the few confusing designs, the BeOS icons remain popular
within the design community and stand alongside the Apple Lisa and Xerox Alto as one of the best examples
of unique icon design. The style of BeOS stands out as an example of unique icon design. Although the
interface itself was a welcome update to previous designs, the rendering power required for the various effects
and UI animations caused the interface response time to lag, which drew early criticism from the Apple
community. Designed around the new Aqua theme, icons show complex reflections, highlights and textures.
This amazing leap forward for the User Interface also signified the beginning of modern icon design. The
icons in Mac OS X are semi-realistic with a thorough use of glossy effects and drop shadows. Helped by the
new rendering size of x pixels and 8-bit transparency, the detail is significantly higher than in previous
designs. Although the interface has undergone some changes since the first Mac OS, the icons themselves
have stayed close to the original guidelines. Also bundled with a new interface and icons unofficially named
Luna , XP has a saturated color palette with icons rendered in a soft illustrative style that uses a single light
source and subtle drop shadows. Windows XP adds support for bit color Windows XP style icons created in
conjunction with Icon Factory. Tango is maintained by a core group of user interface designers and has an
open collaborative format that encourages volunteers to help with work on the project. Tango provides and
maintains guidelines that detail the colors, perspective and visual balance of the Tango icons, a list of common
metaphors and a standard icon naming specification. Steering away from the hyper-realistic style of Mac OS X
and Windows 7, the Tango icon set is clearly rendered, easy to view at smaller scales and conveys precise
meanings. A recent addition to the Tango design guidelines is the X-Large style icon. Based loosely on the px
Windows Vista style icon without the special gloss finishes , Tango warn against creating this variation as
achieving a usable icon at this scale requires restraint and a good eye for design. The Tango icons were
released as public domain in Tango icons demonstrate a style that is clear and easy to use. Founded in , KDE
is an international free software community best known for the Plasma Workspace. With a simple philosophy
to create the best free desktop software, KDE has grown to hundreds of developers with major releases
scheduled every six months. The goal of the Oxygen project was to break with the cartoonish look of the icons
in KDE 3. The true strength of the Oxygen Project is the guidelines and standards it has developed to assist
developers in creating programs that effortlessly blend into the KDE Desktop. SVG icons are rendered by the
software to display as bitmaps and are resolution independent which make them a popular choice of format for
mobile devices. The style of the Oxygen icons is based on the notion that each icon category - such as
Toolbar, Application or System icons - should have subtle design differences to improve identification.
Oxygen also adopts two color sets, Normal and Vibrant. The Normal set is for document icons, system
applications and actions. The Vibrant set is for Application and Toolbar icons. The use of two color sets is to 9
http: Oxygen icons are made as SVG images with transparency and embedded bitmaps to create high quality
and scalable designs. Windows 7 was released in as a better version of Windows Vista which had drawn
criticism for its User Account Control that restricted user experience with numerous alert boxes and dialogues
regarding security of the PC. Icon Factory was again asked to contribute to the design and styling of the
Windows icons, this time for Windows Vista. It took two years of design proposals before Icon Factory
produced a prototype of the Aero icon that was in line with the vision Microsoft had for the Vista interface.
With the style already planned out, the Microsoft design team made additional tweaks and edits to the Aero
icon set for the release of Windows 7. The major difference between Windows Vista and 7 is the direction the
icons are facing. GNOME 3 was launched in and was a move away from the traditional desktop environment.
GNOME 3 has an interface based on a technology called GNOME Shell which uses an application dock and
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search functionality to locate programs and processes rather than nested folder structures and desktop icons.
The icons in GNOME 3 follow the same color and perspective guides as in GNOME 2, but include slightly
more realism so that the large scale icons remain professional in their appearance. Application icons had to be
designed with more detail than previous versions to take full advantage of the application launcher in GNOME
3. Ubuntu is open-source and free to use with development funded by a technical support program called
Ubuntu Advantage. As a relative newcomer to the OS space, the first version of Ubuntu was released in , since
that time there has been two updates of Ubuntu per year. In Ubuntu 6. A new desktop theme, style guide and
logo were designed for Ubuntu In a controversial move that caused ripples throughout the opensource
community, Canonical broke away from the default desktop environment of GNOME in Unity is designed
and maintained by the Ubuntu user experience group, Ayatana. Unity replaces the GNOME desktop metaphor
with a full screen application launcher and file manager that is more representative of tablet and touch screen
computer interfaces. The Launcher is static and situated at the right side of the desktop to facilitate wide
screen displays and shows application icons against a square background in a matching color. While the icons
still adhere to the Tango guidelines, the colors saturated and are paired with the orange and purple of the
Ubuntu branding. In a press release by Canonical on June 2nd , three months after Ubuntu and Ubuntu
Desktop were merged into Ubuntu 10 statowl. The folder icon, which has been around for over 35 A Brief
History of Computer Icons 30 years, appears in countless GUIs and has been rendered in many different
styles, but you will notice that it has rarely changed for a different metaphor. So what makes the folder so
successful? The answer lies in the way it communicates a meaning. There is a clear use for a folder, it is
universally recognized, it can be drawn by almost anyone and has just one function. In any style, the folder
icon is easy to recognize and understand. The square style icons and dock-like menus are reminiscent of the
Apple iPhone and iPad.
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Chapter 3 : Rockstar Appstore Icon Designer Needed | Icon or button contest
Read Rockstar Icon Designer by Kathleen 6 holocausts the trying read Rockstar Icon Designer consolidation. 6 A
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or redistributed in any form without the prior written
permission of the publishers. Clear and Simple Creative and Informative Pictograms Download from Wow!
Where a picture will tell a thousand words, a computer icon informs, educates and reassures its audience. I
came to icon design almost by accident. With two degrees in Multimedia and Communication Design and a
portfolio of digital illustration, I stood out as a good candidate for the job. I had never given icon design much
thought beyond the occasional replacement set, but knowing that this was a rare opportunity, I decided to
jump in the deep end with both feet! I was spending most of my time in review meetings with the development
team, product management and even marketing. I quickly learned that when asked, everyone has an opinion,
right or wrong. So here I was, stuck in the middle of the technical requirements of the development team and
the aesthetic guides from marketing. To top it off, I was spending hours rendering images and all I had
Download from Wow! It was really frustrating to move from print design and illustration to screen. Instead it
will help you create designs that will stand up to the test of time and help you better understand the constraints
and the joys of pixel perfect rendering. Through a lengthy process of trial and error I came to understand
icons. Throughout the course of this book I will share tips and insights into the world of icon design, discuss
various methods of rendering and output and guide you through the process of creating your own icon set.
First I will begin by discussing the history of icon design and highlighting the milestones in icon design that
have shaped the way we use them today. This chapter will examine a collection of important milestones in
computer icon history, each example representing an evolution in technology and design. The Alto used
bit-mapped graphics, a mouse, menus, icons and was built as a research computer. Xerox only produced 2,
Altos, but their popularity with various universities and research centers made the new GUI a benchmark for
future computer systems. Early proposals show icons with front and side perspective1, but in the end simple
yet elegant two dimensional icons were adopted. No part of this publication.
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Chapter 4 : Kate McInnes (Author of Rockstar Icon Designer)
In this comprehensive book, veteran icon designer Kate McInnes takes you through the history, theory and practice of
icon design. In this book Kate shares with you her experience and expertise by covering everything from the history and
theory of.

Our friend site will continue updating latest books at https: In this book Kate shares with you her experience
and expertise by covering everything from the history and theory of icon design, to best practices and
methods. When I first started out in icon design I found that there was very little information to help guide me
though the design process. Through a lot of trial and error, I finally came to understand and really appreciate
the wonderful world of icons. During the course of this book, I will share my experiences in the field of icon
design. Instead it will help you create designs that will stand up to the test of time and help you better
understand the constraints and the joys of pixel perfect rendering and icon design in general. A Brief History
of Computer Icons By studying the history of computer icons, we can further understand current aesthetics and
predict styles that will be used in the future. This chapter will examine a collection of important milestones in
computer icon history, each example representing an evolution in technology and design. Design Guidelines If
you take a closer look at icons throughout history, you will notice that over time a visual language has
evolved. A successful icon has a heavy focus on concept over aesthetic, and should quickly and clearly
communicate its purpose. But what other things make for a good icon? In this chapter I look at these things
and how icon design is so much more than simply effective communication. File Formats and Terminology
Before even beginning an icon or icon set, you should be familiar with the format s required for your project.
Therefore this chapter is dedicated to file formats and terminology, because a good knowledge of file formats
and icon specifications is key to successful icon design. We have an explosion of mobile devices, third party
software being developed around the globe, and display technology that allows it all to be seen on amazingly
crisp and colorful screens. In this chapter we will explore the different varieties of icons out there, and best
practices for their concepts, rendering and output. Rendering Styles In this chapter we examine the four main
styles of icon rendering i. Hyper Realistic; Clean and Simple, etc and look at the best way to approach them in
your workflow. Perspective In art and design, perspective is a way to draw objects that appear to have the
same three-dimensional qualities that can be seen in real-world objects and scenes. In this chapter we look at
all forms of perspective, and start with hands-on practical exercises. Starting at zero perspective and moving
through two-point perspective to isometric projection, you will learn about the various forms of perspective
while gaining skills in traditional drawing skills with pencil and paper, pixel pushing in Photoshop and shape
building in Illustrator. The learning process will guide you from basic to intermediate rendering skills while
you brush up on your perspective theory. Learning how to draw perspective will help you focus your attention
on the form and construction of objects and give you the skills to create effective three-dimensional icons.
View Points In this chapter we look at View Points, which are a simplified version of perspective, and are
used to instruct designers of the viewing angle an icon should be drawn with, rather than a specific set of
perspective rules. Not all items can have the same view applied, so some icons will be required to have a
different perspective depending on where they appear in an interface. When you create icons for a program or
application, you should always follow the developer guidelines and style guides set out by the operating
system you will be using. Each OS has its own set of design rules that are created to help designers create
assets that blend harmoniously into existing graphical user interface. This chapter takes a closer look at the
various platforms and a simple explanation of the styles required for each. This chapter outlines the steps
needed to plan and render a basic icon set. Troubleshooting In this chapter we look at a few examples of some
of the common problems that may occur while working on an icon design, and then we cover a few of the
methods we can use to solve them. I hope you enjoy my book, and find it a useful tool in helping you become
a Rockstar Icon Designer!
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Veteran icon designer Kate McInnes introduces you to the wonderful world of icon design, so you too can become a
Rockstar Icon Designer! In this book Kate shares with you her experience and expertise by covering everything from the
history and theory of icon design, to best practices and methods.
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Kate McInnes is the author of Rockstar Icon Designer ( avg rating, 11 ratings, 2 reviews, published ), Rockstar Icon
Design ( avg rating, 1 r.
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Rockstar Material Design Icons. These Rockstar icons for Material Design are made according to the Material Design
system by Google. This style is based on extremely simplified shapes, thin two-pixel lines, and is optimized for 24Ã—24
pixels.
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Rockstar Icon Designer - Usually $24, free for Tuts+ Premium members. Veteran icon designer Kate McInnes
introduces you to the wonderful world of icon design, so you too can become a Rockstar Icon Designer!
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